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MARGARET ATWOOD

Angel Catbird

MARLOWE BENN

Margaret Atwood presents an original audio
adaptation of her latest leap into the comic scifi fantasy underground: Angel Catbird. Atwood
wrote this New York Times best-selling fantasy as
an homage to the golden age of comic books and
the radio hour thrillers she loved as a child. Angel
Catbird features an all-star, yowling, and wickedpunning Canadian cast — recorded live, in ensemble
— led by a friendly feathered, cat-centric, and
unapologetic superhero.
Our story: One dark night, young genetic engineer
Strig Feleedus is cruelly mutated by his own
experiment and merges with the DNA of a pussycat
and an owl. What follows is an action-driven, witty,
and pulp-inspired all-species revolution. Would you
expect anything less?

Read by Andrew Jackson & Others
3 CDs

978 1 7135 3273 6

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3272 9

CHRISTI CALDWELL

Science Fiction

3
hours

In The Dark With The Duke

Read by Sarah Zimmerman
10 CDs

978 1 7135 3276 7

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3277 4

8 CDs

978 1 7135 3278 1

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3279 8

ALIZA FOGELSON

Historical Romance



10
hours

The Lending Library

8 CDs
1 MP3 CD

2

978 1 7997 5627 9
978 1 7997 5628 6


General Fiction

9
hours

12

hours

Labyrinth

An FBI Thriller
Agent Sherlock is driving in downtown Washington
when her Volvo is T-boned at an intersection. As
her car spins out of control, a man's body slams
against her windshield and then — blackness. When
she regains consciousness in hospital, she's told
about the accident and the man she struck. From
DNA, they discover his name is Justice Cummings
and he's a CIA analyst at Langley...and he's still
missing. Meanwhile, in the small town of Gaffer's
Ridge, Virginia, Special Agent Griffin Hammersmith
rescues a kidnapped woman, but the man she
accuses as her captor is the local sheriff's nephew
and a member of a very powerful family, reputed
to have psychic powers. When the sheriff arrests
Griffin and the rescued woman, Carson DaSilva, he
calls Savich for help. Together, they have to weave
their way through a labyrinth of lies to find the truth
of a terrible secret.

Read by Saskia Maarleveld & Tim Campbell
9 CDs

978 1 7135 0842 7

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0843 4

Thriller

AMELIA GREY 

11

hours

The Earl Next Door
First Comes Love Series
When Adeline, Dowager Countess of Wake,
learns of her husband's sudden death, she realizes
she's free. Finally, she can have the life she has
always dreamed of. She doesn't need or want to
remarry. Especially not the supremely dashing
future Marquis of Marksworth, who makes Adeline
yearn for his desire... Lord Lyonwood, son of a
philandering marquis, will not be like his father.
He wants to run his estates and find a wife who
brings love to his life. When he meets spirited and
self-reliant Adeline, Lyon feels he's met his match.
But Adeline isn't interested in a marriage proposal.
She will only accept becoming his lover — and Lyon
finds it hard to refuse. Unless the fire of his passion
can melt Adeline's resolve...

When the Chatsworth library closes indefinitely,
Dodie Fairisle loses her sanctuary, so she turns her
sunroom into her very own little lending library.
At first, just a hobby, this lit lovers' haven opens
up her world in incredible ways. She knows books
are powerful, and soon enough, they help her
forge friendships between her zany neighbors —
and attract an exciting new romance. But when
the chance to adopt an orphaned child brings
Dodie's secret dream of motherhood within reach,
everything else suddenly seems less important.
Finding herself at a crossroads, Dodie must figure
out what it means to live a full, happy life. If only
there were a book that could tell her what to do...

Read by Cris Dukehart

Historical Fiction

CATHERINE COULTER

Lost Lords Of London Series
Eight years ago, Lady Lila March retreated to
the safe shadows of her family's estate after a
devastating tragedy. Weary of being a whisper
of her former self, she is determined to brave the
dangers of the outside world again. No man is better
equipped to train her in the art of defense than
the Savage Gentleman, East London's undefeated
street fighter. Hugh Savage reigns as king — of the
underworld. Though Hugh longs to break free of the
ring and leave behind the brutal world of violence,
he’s intrigued by the challenge Lady Lila poses. As
their unconventional pact progresses, Hugh comes
to admire the resolve in Lila's heart. And beneath his
hard surface, she sees a tenderness that touches her
to the quick. They'll soon discover how much they
need each other — to face their pasts together, and
to fight for a future they deserve.

Read by Tim Campbell

Passing Fancies
A Julia Kydd Novel
When stylish young bibliophile Julia Kydd returns
to 1920s New York, she's determined to launch her
own private press. Julia befriends singer Eva Pruitt,
whose new book is rumored to reveal lurid details
about the Harlem nightlife. But Leonard Timson, a
local nightclub owner, is furious when he suspects
he's the inspiration for a violent character in the
book. By morning, Timson is dead, and both Eva and
her manuscript are missing.
Julia finds herself immersed in a case with more
questions than answers. Still, no man can stand
between Julia and the truth: appalled by violent
injustice, she must use her wit and guile to find
the killer.

Read by Jessica Bolte
6 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4195 0
978 1 7135 4196 7


		

Romance

7

hours

July
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AMY HARMON

The Smallest Part

ANNA JOHANNSEN

Read by Almarie Guerra
10 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4191 2
978 1 7135 4192 9

MELINDA LEIGH

Romance



12
hours

Cross Her Heart

8 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4193 6
978 1 7135 4194 3

Romantic Suspense

JULIA SPIRO

10
hours

Someone Else's Secret

7 CDs

978 1 7135 0320 0

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0321 7

T.R. RAGAN



10 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0318 7
978 1 7135 0319 4


		

General Fiction

13

hours

Thriller

10

hours

Don't Make A Sound
Sawyer Brooks Series
Plagued by traumatic childhood memories, crime
reporter Sawyer Brooks still struggles to gain
control of her rage, her paranoia, and her life.
Now, after finally getting promoted at work, she
is forced to return home and face her past. River
Rock is where she'd been abandoned by her two
older sisters to suffer alone, and in silence, the
unspeakable abuses of her family. It's also where
Sawyer's best friend disappeared and two teenage
girls were murdered. When another girl is slain in
a familiar grisly fashion, Sawyer is determined to
put an end to the crimes. As Sawyer's investigation
leads to River Rock's darkest corners, what will
prove more dangerous — what she knows of the
past or what she has yet to discover?

Read by Jennica Damon		
7 CDs

978 1 7997 3463 5

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7997 3464 2

S.C. STEPHENS

2009. Lindsey and Georgie have high hopes for
their summer on Martha's Vineyard. Ambitious
college graduate Lindsey accepts a job as a nanny
for an influential family who may help her land a
position in Boston's exclusive art world. Georgie,
the eldest child in that family, is nearly fifteen
and eager to find herself. Over the course of that
formative summer, the two young women develop
a close bond. Then one night, a shocking act
occurs and their budding friendship is shattered,
and neither one can speak of what happened
that night…until now. Lindsey and Georgie must
confront the past after all this time. All they know
for sure is that when the truth is revealed, their lives
will be forever changed once again.

Read by Brittany Pressley

Death On The Beach

Read by Nicol Zanzarella

Bree Taggart Series
For more than twenty-five years, Philadelphia
homicide detective Bree Taggert has tucked
away the nightmarish childhood memories of her
parents' murder-suicide... Until her younger sister,
Erin, is killed in a crime that echoes that tragic
night. There's just one chilling difference — Erin's
husband, Justin, has vanished. Bree knows how
explosive the line between love and hate can be, yet
the evidence against her troubled brother-in-law
isn't adding up. Teaming up with Justin's old friend,
Matt Flynn, Bree vows to uncover the secrets of
her sister's life and death. But as her investigation
unfolds, the danger hits close to home. Once again,
Bree's family is caught in a death grip. And this
time, it could be fatal for her.

Read by Christina Traister



An Island Mystery
A fourteen-year-old girl disappears on the small
island of Föhr, and Detective Lena Lorenzen is
called in to investigate. When the girl's bloodied
body is found on the beach with vicious wounds
to the wrist, Lena immediately suspects that what's
been made to look like suicide was in fact a brutal
and calculated murder. But the local residents —
even the girl's own parents — won't cooperate with
her investigation. The devoutly religious islanders
are clearly hiding something.
Soon, Lena realises that the isolated island holds
darker secrets than she ever could have feared. She
must confront her own past if she is to catch the
killer — before they strike again.

"Are you in love with Noah, Mercedes?" Cora asked.
"I mean...I know you love him. You've been friends
forever. We all have. But are you in love with him?"
If it had been anyone else — anyone — Mercedes
would have stuck out her chest and let her feelings
be known. She would have claimed him. But it was
brave, beautiful, broken Cora, and Cora loved Noah
too. So Mercedes lied. And with that lie, she lost him
and sealed her fate. She was the best friend, the
bridesmaid, the godmother, the glue. She was there
for the good times and the bad, the ups and the
downs, the biggest moments and the smallest parts.
And she was there when it all came crashing down.
This is the tale of the girl who didn't get the guy.

8

Thriller

hours

Something Like Perfect
Valerie would never do anything to hurt her sister,
but when the man of Valerie's dreams turns out to
be her sister's new boyfriend, Jake, remaining loyal
to her family becomes increasingly difficult.
By keeping her distance, Valerie is mostly successful
in pushing her feelings for Jake aside, but when she
struggles to land a job after culinary school, it's Jake
who offers her the opportunity of a lifetime working
with a world-renowned chef...and also, working with
Jake. Valerie's heart twists with indecision. Does
she take the job of a lifetime cooking and sailing
around on a yacht with a man who is perfectly
made for her yet absolutely off limits? Or does she
reject the offer that could get her so much closer to
making her dreams come true?

Read by Vanessa Johansson
6 CDs

978 1 7135 3280 4

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3281 1

Romance

6

hours

3

August
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DAMIEN BOYD

Down Among The Dead

CAROLYN BROWN		

The DI Nick Dixon Crime Series
When a badly decomposed body is discovered
during an archaeological dig on the Sedgemoor
battlefield, Avon and Somerset police are notified
immediately. The remains are recent, and Detective
Chief Inspector Peter Lewis knows exactly who
they have found. A single stab wound from a
curved blade implicates convicted serial killer
Daniel Parker, who Lewis arrested fifteen years
ago. Lewis comes under intense pressure to pin
this new murder on him quickly and quietly. It's an
open and shut case — and Lewis should know — so
why then does he insist on assigning it to DI Nick
Dixon? As Dixon starts to re-examine the original
investigation, shocking revelations come in from
the forensics team. And just as Dixon's worst fears
begin to surface, another body is found...

Read by Simon Mattacks		
8 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4213 1 		
978 1 7135 4214 8

CATHERINE BYBEE

Crime

9
hours

Home To Me

Read by Karissa Vacker
8 CDs

978 1 7135 3282 8

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3283 5

7 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0322 4
978 1 7135 0323 1

GAYLE CURTIS		

Romance

4

hours

The Last Piece
The chaotic but happy equilibrium of the
Nightingale family is thrown into disarray when
Cecily disappears to a Greek island with no warning
or explanation. Her reasons for doing something
so out of character are a total mystery to her
three daughters, high-powered executive Felicity,
unfulfilled GP Julia and organised mother-of-five
Lily. What connection could she possibly have with
Kefalonia?
But Cecily has gone to continue a story she thought
ended decades ago — one that could have a huge
impact on her family. And when she returns, she'll
have to tell them the truth. Will Cecily be able to
hold her family together once she reveals her big
secret? And might she discover that she's not the
only one with a story to tell?

Read by Laura Kirman
8 CDs

978 1 7135 0844 1

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0845 8

10

General Fiction

hours

Safe No Longer

BARBARA DAVIS		The Last Of The Moon Girls

On a warm evening in late summer, best friends
Raymond and Cara camp out overnight in the
garden. By morning, Raymond is dead and Cara is
missing. DI Rita Cannan is called home to the sleepy
seaside town of Green-on-the-Sea to investigate
Raymond's murder and try to find Cara — alive. But
the case carries eerie echoes of another girl's death
that rocked the close-knit community, decades
ago. If there's a connection, if history is repeating
itself, who knows more than they're letting on? And
how far will they go to cover their tracks? When
everyone is a suspect, Cannan has nowhere to
turn. To discover the truth, she must confront her
own past. But can she do so in time to uncover the
identity of the murderer and find Cara — before
more innocent lives are lost?

Lizzy Moon never wanted Moon Girl Farm. Eight
years ago, she left the land that nine generations
of gifted healers had tended, determined to
distance herself from the whispers about her
family's strange legacy. But when her beloved
grandmother, Althea, dies, Lizzy must return and
face the tragedy still hanging over the farm's fields:
the unsolved murders of two young girls, and the
cruel accusations that followed Althea to her grave.
Lizzy wants nothing more than to sell the farm and
return to her life in New York, until she discovers
a journal Althea left for her. When she reconnects
with Andrew Greyson who believed in Althea's
innocence, she resolves to clear her grandmother's
name. But to do so, she'll have to decide if she
can accept her legacy and whether to follow in
the footsteps of all the Moon women who came
before her.

Read by Karen Cass
6 CDs
1 MP3 CD

9
hours

10

Romance

IMOGEN CLARK

The Canyon Creek Series
After Erin Fleming escapes from her controlling and
abusive ex, she finds refuge in the heart of Santa
Clarita, California. Eager to start over, she has a new
name, a new look, and a new career. Settled into a
private guesthouse, Erin can breathe free and her
new unexpected friendship with her landlord starts
to crack open the armor Erin's enclosed herself
in. Matt Hudson, a firefighter in one of California's
wildfire epicenters, has a passion for danger. But his
protective instincts take over once Matt meets Erin.
So does an attraction he can't deny. As the sparks
between them ignite, so does a real-world danger.
Erin's past is not letting go. It's just in hiding. Before
Erin's ex finds her, she and Matt have to find him,
and finally put an end to everything that's becoming
a threat to their love, and to Erin's life.

Read by Tara Sands

Miss Janie's Girls

It's been ten years since Teresa and Kayla shook off
the dust of Birthright, Texas, went their separate
ways, and never looked back. Apart from their
foster mom, Miss Janie, they don't have many fond
memories of their hometown. Or of each other. Still,
neither can forget the kind woman who opened her
home and heart to two teenagers in need. When
a private investigator — who just happens to be
Miss Janie's handsome nephew — tracks them both
down and tells them Miss Janie is dying, Teresa and
Kayla know deep down that they've got to be there
for her. With Teresa and Kayla together again under
the same roof, old tensions may flare, but with Miss
Janie's help, they might rediscover that home is the
perfect place for new beginnings.

978 1 7135 4211 7
978 1 7135 4212 4

Thriller

8
hours

Read by Sarah Mollo-Christensen
10 CDs

978 1 7135 4203 2 		

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4204 9

General Fiction

12

hours

August
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DOT HUTCHISON

Deadly Waters

BARBARA O'NEAL

Read by Sarah Naughton
8 CDs

978 1 7135 4209 4

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4210 0

Thriller

LAURA SPINELLA

9
hours

47 mins

Echo Moon

12 CDs

978 1 7135 4207 0

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4208 7

Romantic Suspense

15
hours

JANET MACLEOD TROTTER The Secrets Of The Tea Garden

9 CDs
1 MP3 CD

17 CDs

978 1 7135 5056 3

2 MP3 CDs

978 1 7135 5055 6


Historical Fiction

21
hours

978 1 7135 0846 5 		
978 1 7135 0847 2

BRAM STOKER		



11

hours

General Fiction



Dracula

Part of Brilliance Audio's extensive Classic
Collection
Perhaps the most famous vampire story of all
time, Dracula is an awesome tale of a thrillingly
bloodthirsty vampire whose nocturnal atrocities
embody the dark underside of an outwardly
moralistic age. As he searches for new prey,
desirous to spread the undead curse, Dracula looks
toward England. There, he is met with resistance
from a small band of men and women, led by the
intrepid Professor Abraham Van Helsing. Will the
people be able to keep the fearsome Dracula from
terrorizing their community?

Read by Mary Beth Quillen Gregor & Others 
13 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4202 5
978 1 7135 4201 8

15

hours

Classic

LORETH ANNE WHITE

In The Dark

The promise of a luxury vacation at a secluded
wilderness spa has brought together eight lucky
guests. But nothing is what they were led to believe.
As a fierce storm barrels down and all contact with
the outside is cut off, the guests fear that it's not
a getaway. It's a trap. Each one has something
to hide. And now, as darkness closes in, they all
have something to fear — including one another.
Alerted to the vanished party of strangers, homicide
cop Mason Deniaud and search and rescue expert
Callie Sutton must brave the brutal elements of
the mountains to find them. But even Mason and
Callie have no idea how precious time is. Because
the clock is ticking, and one by one, the guests of
Forest Shadow Lodge are being hunted. For them,
surviving becomes part of a diabolical game.

The India Tea Series
After the Second World War, Libby Robson leaves
chilly England for India, and the childhood home
where she left her heart — and her beloved father,
James — fourteen years ago. At first, Libby is
intoxicated by India's vibrant beauty: the bustle
of Calcutta, the lush tea gardens of Assam. But
beneath the surface, a rebellion is simmering:
India is on the brink of Partition, and the days of
British rule are numbered. As the owner of a tea
plantation, James embodies the hated colonial
regime, and Libby finds herself questioning her
idealised memories — particularly when she meets
the dashing freedom fighter Ghulam Khan. As
Partition looms, life in India becomes precarious for
Libby, James and even Ghulam. And when James
reveals a shameful family secret, Libby is forced to
question her past — and her future.

Read by Sarah Coomes

The Lost Girls Of Devon

Read by Sarah Naughton & Others

Ghost Gifts Trilogy
The final book in the trilogy
When photojournalist Peter St John returns home
after a two-year absence, the life he's been running
from catches up. For years, his mother's presence,
coupled with Pete's own psychic gift, has triggered
visits to 1917. There, he relives battles of the Great
War, captures the heyday of Coney Island on
canvas, and falls in love with an enchanting and
enigmatic songstress named Esme. Present-day
Pete still pines for Esme, and his love endures...but
so does his vivid memory of killing her. When he
discovers family heirlooms that serve as proof of his
crimes, Pete will have to finally confront his former
life. He also meets a young woman with a curious
connection to his family. As century-old secrets
unravel, can Pete reconcile a murder from his past
before it destroys his future?

Read by Scott Merriman & Nicol Zanzarella



It's been years since Zoe Fairchild has been to the
small Devon village of her birth, but the wounds she
suffered there still ache. When she learns that her
old friend and grandmother's caretaker has gone
missing, Zoe and her fifteen-year-old daughter
return to England to help. Zoe dreads seeing her
estranged mother, who left when Zoe was seven, to
travel the world. As the four generations of women
reunite, the emotional pain of the past is awakened.
And to complicate matters further, Zoe must
also confront the ex-boyfriend she betrayed many
years before. Anxieties spike when tragedy befalls
another woman in the village. As the mystery turns
more sinister, new grief melds with old betrayal.
Now the four Fairchild women will be tested in
ways they couldn't imagine as they contend with
dangers within and without.

Florida journalism undergrad Rebecca Sorley is
like any other college student. She tries to keep
up with her studies, her friends, and her hottempered roommate, Ellie. When a male student's
remains are found in alligator-infested waters, the
University warns students to stay away from the
reptiles. But then a second body shows up, and the
link is undeniable. Both men belonged to the same
fraternity and had a reputation for preying on and
hurting women. Ellie has previously threatened to
kill men who don't take no for an answer and now a
vigilante killer is roaming campus — someone who
knows how to dispose of rapists. With each passing
day, those who know Ellie become more convinced
she's responsible. But if she is, stopping her might
not be in everyone’s best interest...

Read by Susan Hanfield		
12 CDs

978 1 7135 4205 6

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4206 3

Romantic Suspense



15

hours

5

September
MELIA ALEXANDER
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The Best Friend Incident

LINDSAY JAYNE ASHFORD The House At Mermaid's Cove

Stacey Winters is in love with love, but so far, she's
only found Mr. Dud, Mr. Cheater, and Mr. Boring.
Even though her best friend, Grant, isn't an option,
he offers her a window into the male psyche —
and sets the bar high for her future Mr. Right. But
then she accidentally crosses the friend zone and
kisses him, and it starts to feel a little too much
like he might be what she's been looking for...
Grant Phillips doesn't do relationships. A casualty
of the foster care system, he knows people are just
looking for a reason to bolt. But now that he knows
how good it felt to kiss Stacey, felt the addictive
slide of her body against his, Stacey Winters is
indelibly stamped onto Grant's brain — and not just
as his friend…

In April 1943, a young woman washes ashore
on a deserted beach in Cornwall, England. With
shorn hair and a number stitched on her tattered
chemise, Alice is the survivor of a ship torpedoed
by a German U-boat. She's found by the mysterious
Viscount Jack Trewella, who suspects that she's a
prisoner of war or a spy. But the secret Alice asks
Jack to keep is one he couldn’t have guessed, and
it creates an intimate bond he never expected. With
her true identity hidden, Alice grasps the chance to
reinvent herself. But as she begins to fall for Jack,
she discovers he has secrets too — ones echoing
the legend of a mermaid who lures men into the
dark depths of the sea. For two strangers in the
shadow of war, is it time to let go of the past? Or
to finally face it?

Read by Maxine Mitchell
5 CDs

978 1 7135 4217 9

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4218 6

Romance

CAROLYN BROWN

6
hours

Small Town Rumors

Read by Alana Kerr Collins
8 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0326 2
978 1 7135 0327 9

J.R. ELLIS

Read by Brittany Pressley

T.P. FIELDEN



978 1 7135 5057 0
978 1 7135 5058 7

Romance



8
hours

Stealing The Crown

A Yorkshire Murder Mystery
A retired judge is shot dead in the remote Yorkshire
village of Niddersgill. There's a witness who saw
everything, and the gunman's on the run; the case
should be open-and-shut for DCI Jim Oldroyd. But
the murderer had no motive for wanting Sandy
Fraser dead and, what's more, no trace of him can be
found. As Oldroyd and his team cast the net wider,
they discover that Fraser wasn't without enemies
in Niddersgill. He'd clashed with farmers, debtors,
hunt saboteurs and blackmailers. But none of them
were at the scene of the murder. And when a local
shopkeeper is gunned down in a second senseless
attack, it's clear that these killings are anything but
random. With all the evidence sending Oldroyd
down dead ends, can he get one step ahead before
someone else is killed?

Read by Michael Page
7 CDs
1 MP3 CD

7 CDs
1 MP3 CD

6

978 1 7135 0850 2
978 1 7135 0851 9


Mystery

9
hours

978 1 7135 3290 3
978 1 7135 3291 0

ROBERT MASELLO

Thriller

9

hours

The Haunting Of H. G. Wells
It's 1914. The Great War grips the world — and from
the Western Front, a strange story emerges...a story
of St. George and a brigade of angels descending
from heaven to fight beside the beleaguered British
troops. But can there be any truth to it? H. G. Wells,
the most celebrated writer of his day, is dispatched to
find out. There, he finds an eerie wasteland inhabited
by the living, the dead, and those forever stranded
somewhere in between...a no-man's-land whose
unhappy souls trail him home to London, where a
deadly plot is rapidly unfolding. In league with his
young love, the reporter and suffragette Rebecca
West, Wells must do battle with diabolical forces —
secret agents and depraved occultists — to save his
sanity, his country, and ultimately the world.

London, 1941: Major Edgar Brampton is found
shot dead in his office in Buckingham Palace.
All signs point towards a self-inflicted tragedy,
but when Palace authorities hurry his body away
and order staff to stay silent, fellow courtier Guy
Harford's suspicions are raised. Rumours swirl
about Brampton's relationship with the Queen, and
there's talk of other plots involving those closest
to the King. To get to the bottom of what really
happened, Guy joins forces with some unlikely
allies — Rodie Carr, a beautiful East End burglar, and
Rupert Hardacre, a postman with a past — but time
may be running out...for him, for the King, and for
Britain. Someone has their eye on the crown, and
they'll do anything to get it. Can Guy solve the case
before more blood is spilled on the royal carpets?
Or will he be the next victim?

Read by Joel Froomkin

10

hours

The Nidderdale Murders

Everyone is talking about Jennie Sue Baker and the
mess she made of her life in New York. The former
high school queen bee has returned home after all
these years. Jennie's fall from grace has shamed
her mother, set the town buzzing, and caused old,
jealous enemies to whisper in delight. They say
she's taken a job as a housekeeper, gotten a garage
apartment, and might be crushing on Rick Lawson,
a simple farmer with modest dreams. As romance
starts to bud, Jennie relishes what it means to
follow her heart, find real, new friends, and finally
be herself. But fate has another twist in store.
Rumor has it that Jennie now stands to lose what
matters most...unless she can convince Rick of one
true thing — and that's love.

7 CDs
1 MP3 CD

Historical Fiction

Read by Tbc
10 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0328 6
978 1 7135 0329 3

Thriller

12

hours

September
JENNIFER PROBST
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Temptation On Ocean Drive

AMANDA PROWSE 

The Sunshine Sisters Series
Young widow Bella Sunshine-Caldwell is focused
only on raising her daughter and running the
family business, Sunshine Bridal. There's no time
for romance — especially with her fellow wedding
planner, Gabe, whom she's growing increasingly
attracted to. Every woman in town has her sights
on Gabe Garcia. The only woman he has eyes for
doesn't seem interested. All he wants is to fall in
love, be a father, and settle down. As he and Bella
work together on a magical winter wedding, the
distance between them closes, the nights grow
warmer, and Bella might be seeing Gabe for who
he really is: a man worth the effort. But all it takes
is a single rumor for these two hearts' fragile love
story to shatter. And now the happy ending Bella
and Gabe hoped for is something they're going to
have to fight for.

Read by Tbc
8 CDs

978 1 7135 3286 6

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3287 3

10

Romance

C.D. REISS		

hours

Only Ever You

Read by Amanda Prowse
9 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0848 9
978 1 7135 0849 6

LUANNE G. SMITH

6 CDs

978 1 7135 4219 3 		

1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4220 9

DANIEL SPECK

Romance

8
hours

Anywhere But Home

13 CDs

978 1 7135 3284 2

2 MP3 CDs

978 1 7135 3285 9

Historical Fiction

16

hours

10

hours

The Glamourist

Read by Susannah Jones
8 CDs

978 1 7135 3288 0



1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3289 7

Fantasy

FIONA VALPY

10

hours

The Skylark's Secret
Loch Ewe, 1940. When Flora's remote highland
village finds itself the base for the Royal Navy's
Arctic convoys, life in her close-knit community
changes forever. In defiance of his disapproving
father, the laird's son falls in love with Flora, and as
tensions build in their disrupted home, any chance
of their happiness seems doomed. Decades later,
Flora's daughter, singer Lexie Gordon, is forced to
return to the village from the West End. Now back,
with a daughter of her own, Lexie learns that her
mother — and the village itself — have long been
hiding secrets that make her question everything
she thought she knew. It's too late to rekindle her
relationship with her mother, but can Lexie find it in
her heart to forgive the past, to grieve for all that's
lost, and finally find her place in the world?

Milan, 2014. Julia, a brilliant German designer, is
about to launch her fashion show. All her dreams
are on the brink of reality — until a grandfather
she never knew existed, claims that Julia's father,
believed dead for decades, is still alive. Julia
embarks on a tour through Italy to uncover the lost
pieces of her past; back to an immigrant heritage
that have secrets that have remained hidden for
years.
Milan, 1954. Vincent, a handsome German engineer
for BMW, arrives with the task of testing the Isetta,
a revolutionary Italian car. His interpreter is the
talented Giulietta, and the two soon fall in love.
Giulietta is full of life and dreams but is held back
by her family and by a promise that binds her to
another man. She will have to make choice that will
mark the fate of generations to come.

Read by Angela Dawe & Will Damron

General Fiction

The Vine Witch Series
Abandoned as a child in turn-of-the-century Paris,
Yvette Lenoir has longed to uncover the secrets
of her magical heritage and tap her suppressed
powers. She clings to a memento from her past —
what she believes to be a grimoire inherited from
the mother she never knew. To unlock the secrets of
her past, Yvette trusts in one woman to help solve
the arcane riddles among its charmed pages. Elena
Boureanu is the vine witch of Château Renard.
Even as she struggles with her own bloodline,
Elena can't ignore a friend on the run. Joined by
a cunning thief, the proprietor of an enchantedcurio shop, and a bewitching black cat, Elena
and Yvette are determined to decode Yvette's
mysterious keepsake. But what restless magic will
be unleashed? And what are Yvette and Elena
willing to risk to become the witches they were
destined to be?

Rachel knew exactly what turning thirty would be
like. First college, then a climb up the professional
ladder. Love, marriage, children — all of it was on
the schedule. The cheap Hollywood apartment
wasn't on the list. Neither was the string of
heartbreaks. Or the effect her mother’s cancer had
on her career.
Enter Sebastian, the nerd across the street. The
boy she defended when he couldn't defend
himself. The best friend she promised she'd marry
if life didn't go according to plan. Not only is he
successful, confident, and gorgeous, but he also
still has their handwritten marriage contract. No
one goes through with childhood wedding pacts —
that's crazy. But their families might just be crazy
enough to rent a hall and set a date. All Rachel and
Sebastian have to do is fall in love.

Read by Andi Arndt & Brian Pallino

The Day She Came Back
When her loving, free-spirited grandmother,
Primrose, passes away, Victoria is bereft, yet
resilient — she has survived tragedy before. But
even her strength is tested when a mysterious
woman attends Prim's funeral and claims to be
the mother Victoria thought was dead. As the
two women get to know each other and Victoria
begins to learn more about her past, it becomes
clear that her beloved grandmother had been
keeping life-changing secrets from her. Desperate
for answers, she still struggles to trust anyone to
tell her the truth.
To live a full and happy life, Victoria knows she
must not only uncover the truth, but find a way
to forgive her family. But after so many years, is
trusting them even possible?

Read by Tbc
8 CD
1 MP3 CDs

978 1 7997 6208 9
978 1 7997 6209 6

Historical Fiction

10

hours
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Young Adult
UNITED KINGDOM

July A U D I O B O O K R E L E A S E S 2 0 2 0
L. PHILIPS

Sometime After Midnight

NEAL SHUSTERMAN

Read by Andrew Eiden & Will Ropp
8 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3270 5
978 1 7135 3271 2

General Fiction

9
hours



The Toll

Arc Of A Scythe Trilogy
The finale to the New York Times bestselling
trilogy
Citra and Rowan have disappeared. Endura is
gone. It seems like nothing stands between Scythe
Goddard and absolute dominion over the world
scythedom. With the silence of the Thunderhead
and the reverberations of the Great Resonance still
shaking the earth to its core, the question remains:
Is there anyone left who can stop him?
The answer lies in the Tone, the Toll, and the
Thunder.

Late one night in a dingy Los Angeles club, Nate
and Cameron meet and discover they have much
more in common than their love of an obscure
indie band. But when Nate learns that Cameron is
the heir to a soul-sucking record label — the very
one that destroyed his father's life — he runs away
as fast as he can. When Cameron's sister, Tess — a
famous model and socialite — posts the photo on
Instagram for her legions of fans, the internet just
about breaks with the news of this modern fairy
tale. "Anyone know the owner of these shoes?" she
writes. "My Prince Charming brother is looking for
his Cinderfella!" But while the viral sensation begins
to bring the pair back together, their own demons
and pasts might get in the way of any happily ever
afters...

Read by Greg Tremblay
12 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 3268 2
978 1 7135 3269 9

15

General Fiction

hours

August A U D I O B O O K R E L E A S E S 2 0 2 0
HOLLY BLACK 

The Poison Eaters

C.L. STONE

“Black proves equally adept at urban fantasy
and more traditional fairy tales, and her stories
often feature the edgy sexuality and angst that
have become her trademarks.”
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
Poisonous girls whose kisses will kill. A fateful
eating contest with the devil. Faeries who return to
Ironside, searching for love. A junior prom turned
bacchanalia. In twelve short stories, eerie and
brimming with suspense and unexpected humor,
Holly Black twists the fantastical creatures you
thought you knew in ways you'll never expect.

Read by Holly Black & Kate Rudd
4 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4199 8 		
978 1 7135 4200 1
General

Fiction

5
hours



Black And Green
The Ghost Bird Series
Sang Sorenson's father abandoned her and her
sister, leaving them to fend for themselves for
months. He's returned, and finds Sang is missing.
He demands she return. Right now.
Her Academy team doesn't want to risk losing her
ghost status and she doesn't want to put them
in danger, so she reluctantly returns home. But
the second she opens the door, she discovers
her father has made changes that will affect her
entire future. Sang struggles with her family, her
identity, and where she truly belongs. Tensions are
mounting within her team and tearing the team
apart from the inside. Only, Dr. Green isn't going to
lie down and roll over by playing by the rules. Not
anymore. Not while Sang is at risk. His heart can't
take leaving her in that house one more minute. He
needs her. They all do.

And Other Stories

Read by Natalie Eaton		
9 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4197 4
978 1 7135 4198 1

General Fiction

12

hours

September A U D I O B O O K R E L E A S E S 2 0 2 0
JILL BAGUCHINSKY Mammoth

MEG ELISON

Find Layla

The summer before her junior year, Natalie Page
lands a coveted internship at an Ice Age dig site
near Austin, Texas. Nothing is going to dampen
her spirit. She's exactly where she wants to be,
and gets to work with her hero, the host of the
most popular paleontology podcast in the world.
It's a summer that promises to be about more
than just mammoths…until it isn't. When Natalie's
paleontologist hero turns out to be anything but,
and steals the credit for one of her accomplishments,
she has to unearth the confidence she needs to
stand out in a field dominated by men. To do this,
she'll have to let her true self shine, even if that
means defying the rules and risking her life for the
sake of a major discovery.

Read by Carly Robins
6 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 4215 5
978 1 7135 4216 2

General Fiction

7
hours

Underprivileged and keenly self-aware, fourteenyear-old Layla Bailey isn't used to being noticed.
All she wants to do is indulge in her love of science,
protect her vulnerable younger brother, and
steer clear of her unstable mother. Then a school
competition calls for a biome. Layla chooses her
own home, a hostile ecosystem of indoor fungi and
secret shame. With a borrowed video camera, she
captures the mushrooms growing in her brother's
dresser, the black mold blooming up the apartment
walls and the unmentionable things living in the
dead fridge — all the inevitable exotic toxins that
are Layla's life. Then the video goes viral. When
Child Protective Services comes to call, Layla loses
her family and her home. Now Layla has to figure
out how to stay whole and stand behind the truth
she has shown the world.

Read by Tbc		
5 CDs
1 MP3 CD

978 1 7135 0324 8
978 1 7135 0325 5

6
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hours
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